In this paper we construct the gl(2, 2|4)
we obtain the super Lax connection. Further, in terms of torsion relation we get the pure Bose Lax connection and argue that the IIB Green-Schwarz superstring embedded in AdS 5 × S 5 is the CP 3 conformal affine Toda model. We review how the position µ of poles in the Riemann-Hilbert formulation of dressing transformation and how the value of loop parameters µ in the vertex operator of affine algebra determines the moduli space of the soliton solutions, which describes the moduli space of the Green-Schwarz superstring. We show also how this affine SU(4) symmetry affinize the conformal symmetry in the twistor space, and how a soliton corresponds to a Robinson congruence with twist and dilation µ of twistor.
Introduction
The AdS/CFT duality set up the relations between the bulk classical theory and the boundary quantum theory. There exist many hints of the integrable structure on the both sides. Bena [1] et. al. find the infinite set of nonlocal conserved currents for the IIB Green-Schwarz superstring in AdS 5 × S 5 . Dolan [2] et. al. study the relation with quantum integrability in D = 4, N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. However, all the suggested integrable models of both sides was given after some approximation [3, 4] . In the classical bulk, the exact rotating string in AdS 5 × S 5 after taking harmonic expansion around point string has been described by a NeumannRosochatius one-dimensional integrable system [5, 6, 7] . For the quantum boundary CFT, one use the Feynmann diagram of tree level and one-loop to relate it with B.A. of some spin chain [10, 9, 8, 11] . Then the classical and quantum anomalous dimensions and momentum are compared order by order. We disclose the GL(2, 2|4) (1) as the maximally supersymmetry group of the IIB GS superstring embedding to the AdS 5 × S 5 . In terms of the super symmetry, we get the exactly solve model: conformal affine gl(2, 2|4) (1) Toda model and obtain the moduli of the soliton solutions. This chiral embedding correspond Frenet-Serret equation of the rotation in moving frame and gives a Lax connection, determined solely by "diagonal" Toda field.
At the same time it is determined by a gauge WZW. The reparametrization parameter is the level of the Hamiltonian. Twist dual as a axial symmetry add the 2-cocycle for axial anomalous.
After disclose the mysterious of why the integrable model is affine Toda as Seiberg and Witten et. al, we review the known soliton solution for conformal affine Toda theory. Beside give the picture for a newly rotating stretched string. We can use the vertex operators of Kac-Moody algebra to shift our moduli space. We may factorize the right and left solution as holomorphic and anti-holomorphic and describe the moduli space by the position of pole and zeros.
2 Roiban-Siegel's vierbein construction and WZW action [13] The Metsaev-Tseytlin action [12] of IIB Green-Schwarz superstring in AdS 5 ×S 5 is realized as the sigma model on coset P SU (2,2|4) SO(4,1)×SO (5) . Roiban and Siegel [13] extend the symmetry into GL(2, 2|4) by adding two U(1) factors
Further, using a Wick rotation, it gives
The coset representative vierbeins Z B M is given by
The indices are introduced by
The currents are given by
where A M N are the Sp(4) × GL(1) connection. The antisymmetrization, tracelessness, index contraction and inverse of Ω are defined as [13] 
Here Ω = diag(ω, ω) and ω is the symplectic metric of Sp (4) . Only the antisymmetrical traceless coset current J M N is dynamical. Thus the kinetic part is
To keep the κ symmetry, Roiban and Siegel find the topological S wzw should be
where E = sdetZ M N , ± instead of S IJ = diag(1, −1)(I = 1, 2) in [12] and for the θ 
In the κ-gauge, one can choose
In this gauge, only 16 θ ṅ α , θ ᾱ m survived. The explicit form of the current is given by
where
3 The Gauged Action with Supercurrents
In order to obtain the ground state of the IIB string in AdS 5 × S 5 , we must add the D and FI terms which are determined by the vacuum expectation value. It means we must gauge the WZW action i.e. reduce the Hamiltonian. Thus we let the left and right moving tangent vectors of the world sheet chiral embed to the two co-moving tangents space of AdS 5 × S 5 respectively. Meanwhile, this must be corresponded respectively to the rotation of Ferminonic bein L I (I = 1, 2). Thus the Cartan forms which describes the string embedded in the AdS 5 should be corresponded to a E + , E − of a sl(2) subalgebra in gl(2, 2|4) and this E + , E − are generated by the primiry generator of the Osp(2|2) in the following way. The super covariant derivatives are
where the target θ and x are functions θ(τ, σ), x(τ, σ) of the world sheet variable τ, σ. In the gauge
becomes
The super current is defined similar with (4)
but now the d on world sheet is replaced by the D α pulled back by the map σ i −→ x, θ to the world sheet. The action constructed by this super-current is
(18) which is κ symmetrical as eq. (8).
Furthermore, we impose the constrain on the action by adding 5 terms corresponding to the 2-cocycle for the axial chiral anomaly
where A stands for the Lagrangian multiplier field.
The reduction is given by the level parameters µ α , (α = 1, 2) and να, (α = 1, 2). Thus the embedding is given by the Osp(2|2) generators
Using the torsion relation
and the torsion relation for the current Cartan form,
the D and d acting on the Maurer-Cantan equations and define the A m and µ ± by
we can obtain the pure Bose Eqs.
Latter, instead of Z −1 dZ, we will use the U −1 dU where U is the transfer matrix which are respectively the pure Bose ∂ ± U = A ± U in the left right triangular(Toda) gauges or the asymptotic line coordinate on the psudosphere [14, 15] We write U as
Here Φ is the diagonal Cartan element, N + , M + is upper triangular and N − M − is lower triangular. Acting on the highest(lowest) weight vector for the level one representation of Affine algebra, one find the "holomorphic"(left moving) and "anti-holomorphic"(right moving) respectively
The M ± are determined by
Thus the only independent field are the Cartan field Φ Φ = ϕH + ηd + ξC.
where H is the finite level zero, φ is the affine Toda field and η, ξ are the fields correspond to d the derivation and C the center in Cartan subalgebra of gl (4) (1) respectively.
And from eq.(34), eq.(35), our Lax connection A ± are uniquely expressed by Φ as that of the affine Toda theory
Here we fix µν = m 2 , and set
Alternatively the self consistence condition is:
For simplicity, let us restrict to the sl(2) (1) case, then will give the equation of motion of the affine Toda field. We get the equations of motion of conformal affine Toda (i.e. Sine-Gordon) by eq.(41)
It is conformal affine symmetry under left (f (z + )) and right (g(z − )) independent reparametrization after adding η and ξ
The contribution of the two fields η and ξ which character the center and derivation terms of affine algebra in the improved energy-momentum tensor Θ µν is
which take the improved energy momentum tensor to be traceless
The improve energy momentum tensor with a surface term which is the topological term and relates the first Chern-class and equate the number of soliton. The traceless of energy momentum tensor imply that we recover the conformal invariance. The two independent components of energy momentum tensor are
In summary, the Green-Schwarz IIB superstring propagate on the AdS 5 × S 5 background can be regard as the following chiral embedding . The IIB superstring embed to only the AdS 5 of the AdS 5 × S 5 . The points on the worldsheet map to the points on the AdS 5 . Consider the σ ± which are the two tangent vectors respectively for world sheet as the moving frame. The rotation of the moving frame is given by the Frenet-Serret equations [17] in the CP 3 manifold(actually the vector representation space of affine SU (4) if we consider the dilation and phase variation of µ, ν). 
into
with W − , W + holomorphic respectively in two region, e.g. upper and lower complex plane. Then set
It is easy to check
Consequently the equations
is transformed into
Thus R.H transformations induce "gauge transformation" on the Lax connexion A i
actually
The dressing transformation form a dressing group with the following product rule
Here g is decomposed as
where g ± are g ± ∈ B ± = expĤ expN ± .
H,N ± are the factor of the Gaussian decomposition of g. C. By using vertex operator (e.g. principal realization) of Kac-Moody algebra and factorized it into V ± in connection with dressing transformation.
4.1
Three way of One soliton solution I. The one soltion solution for ϕ, eq.(44) with η = 0, is the same as the well known solution of the sinh-Gordon equations
II. The Riemann-Hilbert method with one zero(pole)
It can be solved related with the dressing transformation from the vacuum solution.
The one soliton solution can be obtain by the dressing transformation from vacuum solution
Then the dressing transformation g ± (x, t) are determined by the equations
where the g −1
− (x, t) and g + (x, t) are the solutions of the factorization problem defining the dressing transformations
The solution of equations (68), (69) is
g − is given bỹ
Writing g − (x, t) as the exponential form, we get
Using the similarly method, one can compute g + . If we set the 1
as the direction of the common tangent, we find
Here P is the project operator in the eq.(65).
Remark. There are three way [18] to get the ϕ sol in eq. (74) 
They are the vertex operators principle construction in ref. [20] . V (±) µ are the positive and negative frequency of V (λ) respectively
where µ is the position of pole and λ is the parameter of spectrum. The V (λ) is defined by
where oscillators a m satisfy
[a m , a n ] = mδ m+n,0 for m, n odd,
We simply use
and compare with the eq.(72), then we get the ϕ sol same as (64). It is well known, the algebra sl(2) can be embedded to the algebra sl(4). When sl (2) embed in the su(4), the generator E ± map as the cyclic element This cyclic element is invariant under the action of the Coxeter element σ which is the maximal Weyl reflection for the automorphism of the Dynkin diagram [20] .
The one soliton solution of the affine sl (4) (1) is given by [19] tanh ϕ
N-solitons solution
Similarly as the case of one soliton solution, the N-soliton solutions of conformal affine model are the orbit of the vacuum solution under the dressing group. In this case, the element g is given as [18] 
Then the N-solitons solutions read as
µ − i, i = 1, · · · , N are the parameters of the N-solitons. These parameters are also the spectrum parameter of the vertex operators and they relate to the the pole positions of Reimann-Hilbert problem.
Twistor Description
We have shown that the IIB Green-Schwarz superstring in AdS 5 × S 5 is described by the conformal su(4) (1) affine Toda theory. This affine algebra su(4) (1) which is the affinization of the conformal group SU(4) ∼ O(4, 2) of the coset space AdS 5 . It acts on the twistor space T ∼ CP 3 , as implies by [13] and [21] .
Let us as Maldacena [22] denote the coordinates (t, v, w, x, y, z) of a point in AdS 5
The metric of AdS 5 turn to be
But a point in AdS 5 correspond to a bilinear form R ab [16] i.e. a line in T
The SU(4) generators are [21] 
Now we affinize it intoê with homogeneous grade. Let
Subsequently, the original real point
The motion of IIB string will be described bȳ ZȧZ a = m 2 = 2s = 0.
and the Robinson congruence X a as following.
The Robinson congruence X a intersecting Z a satisfy X a Z a = 0 (105)
Let X a = (λ, −s, µ, 1),X˙a = (μ, 1,λ, −s) ,
then from eq.(106) we have Re(λμ) = s .
We find
will correspond to our µ = 1 ν . As well known, this congruence is shear free, |µ| and its phase correspond the dilation and twist spin congruence respectively. As the ray geometry discussed by Trautman and Pirani [23] , the left and right null line map into this congruence.
Discussion
The AdS 5 space has the Poincare metric which is conformal flat coordinate. We illuminate the motion of string in AdS 5 as following figure
The AdS 5 space is the a pseudo-sphere in six-dimensional space. Simply, we use the there-dimensional instead of the six-dimensional case. In the three-dimensional pseudosphere, assume the σ and τ as the two asymptotic coordinates. The normal image of the pseudo-sphere is described by the nonlinear σ model on S 3 .
We argue that the ground states of solitons is the stretched string on AdS 5 . The two end points of string attach the horizon and the whole string as described by the geodesic of AdS 5 .
The adding two U(1) factor are the dilation and rotation of axial. The parameter of the moduli space of IIB string is determined by the affine parameter λ which is also the affine parameter and given by U(1) ∈ SU (1,1) U
. r X Figure 1 : It is Poincare coordinate, X is the five coordinates and r is the radius of the AdS 5 . The red arc is the stretched string at the equal time. The string will move to right (left) with the time evolving
